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WELCOME TO
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SS22

Please, relax and enjoy your stay.
We have prepared the finest

selection of summer shoes for you
in the most refreshing colours.
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WASABI TRIGO CORALINA LIRIO ATLÁNTICO
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rojo hibiscus cuarzo

marino

jeansnube

zinc beige blanco

negroantracita

lirio & mimosaglaciar

coralina wasabi mimosa

The iconic Victoria canvas trainers, just as we have been making 
them for over 50 years. Made from organic cotton grown, spun

and woven in Spain and a natural rubber sole from the Hevea tree. 
They are washable and super resistant and...they still smell like 

strawberries!

Sustainable Dear World: style.

1915 LONA ECOLÓGICA

106613
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victoria classic “Inglesas”. Made out of organic cotton canvas
grown in Spain and vulcanised natural rubber. They are

washable and resistant, perfect for summer. 

Sustainable Dear World: style.

1915 MONOCROMO

106610
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crudo

jeans

negro marino

coral coralina

cebada

atlántico

The classic victoria “Inglesa” shoe in eco cotton and
natural rubber, now revised with a more comfortable fit,

leather pull tab and inner insole.

Sustainable Dear World: style.

NUEVO 1915 LONA ECOLÓGICA

1066120
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Dear World:

These shoes are made out of:

UPCYCLED COTTON CANVAS

+

RECYCLED COTTON &
NATURAL RUBBER SOLES

(And,of course, made by hand in Spain)
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beige & gris jeans & nude

Classic “Inglesa” victoria, made from leftover cotton canvas
from other seasons and natural rubber sole and recycled cotton leftovers.

 Undoubtedly one of the most sustainable Dear World: models of the season.

NUEVO 1915 LONA UPCYCLED

victoria Classic “Inglesa” mid boots, made from leftover cotton canvas
from other seasons and natural rubber sole and recycled cotton leftovers.

Undoubtedly one of the most sustainable Dear World: models of the season.

NUEVO 1915 BOTÍN LONA UPCYCLED

10661531066152
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ballet blanco

 atlántico

negro
“Inglesa” Trainer in DREC® (Dyeable Recycled Eco Cotton)
recycled dyed canvas, with padded collar and vulcanised

natural rubber sole.

Sustainable Dear World: style.

NUEVO 1915 DEPORTIVO TINTADO DREC®

1066154
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beige

negronude

Mesh trainer with split suede pieces and contrasting side logo.
The classic victoria sole is made of vulcanised natural rubber.

NUEVO 1915 CICLISTA REJILLA

1066155
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fucsia & blanco

victoria “Inglesa” mesh trainer with vulcanised natural rubber sole. 
Made in Spain as we have been doing for over 50 years.

1915 REJILLA

1066156
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G
RI
S

blanco hielo beige

gris ballet nude

sandía rojo maíz

jade azul marino plomo negro

olivalirio

atlántico

pomelo curry

lirio & wasabi

Classic victoria “Inglesas”, made with DREC®  (Dyeable recycled Eco 
Cotton) recycled cotton canvas and vulcanised natural rubber sole 

with toe cap. Instead of laces, they have a soft elastic for an easy fit. 

One of the most versatile, ecological, light and easy to wash
Dear World: models.

1915 LONA TINTADA RECICLADA

106623
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oliva

ballet blanco

atlántico hielo

Mary Janes with classic victoria sole, made of recycled dyed cotton 
DREC® (Dyeable recycled Eco Cotton) and vulcanised natural rubber 
sole with toe cap. The fastening is with an adhesive strap to make

it easy to put on and take off.

One of the most versatile, lightweight and easy to wash
Dear World: models.

1915 PUNTERA MERCEDES TINTADA RECICLADA

1168110
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blanco

lirio wasabi

atlántico hielo

ballet

Buckle sandal featuring classic victoria sole. Made in Spain
with recycled dyed cotton DREC® (Dyeable Recycled Eco Cotton)

and natural rubber. Easy to wash and very comfortable
to put on and take off.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1915 PUNTERA SANDALIA TINTADA RECICLADA

1168112
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lila & coral

victoria classic “Inglesa” with toe cap, made in
100% cotton with Liberty print and lace-up fastening.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1915 PUNTERA LIBERTY

1168113
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negro, blanco & marino

blanco, antracita, marino & negro

Camping shoes made of soft organic cotton canvas grown,
spun and woven in Spain, with vulcanised natural rubber sole.

Comfortable and easy to wash, perfect for summer!

Sustainable Dear World: model.

CAMPING LONA SOFT

The classic Gong Fu, just as we made them back in the day,
in organic cotton canvas grown, spun and woven in Spain,

with EXTRA flexible caramel-coloured vulcanised natural rubber sole. 
They fit anywhere! 

Sustainable Dear World: model.

GONG FU LONA

106803

108019
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blanco

azul

cuarzo

kaki

marino

chicle

Washed cotton canvas trainers with vulcanised natural 
rubber sole with toe cap. Made in Spain.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

VERBENA LONA TINTADA

1169100
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negro

gris

menta

azul

marino

rosa

blanco

Trainers in washed cotton canvas with vulcanised natural
rubber sole and victoria logo on the side. Made in Spain.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

CALA LONA

1171100
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blanco

beige

marino

negro negro

victoria platform basket trainers. Made in Spain
with organic cotton and 4 cm sole with vegetable oils. 

Sustainable Dear World: model.

BARCELONA LONA

109200

BARCELONA LONA PISO NEGRO

109201

Sustainable Dear World: model.
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blanco & ballet

beige

nude

azul

plomo

“Barcelona” knitted basket platform, Made in Spain
with a 4 cm sole with vegetable oils. 

BARCELONA REJILLA

Barcelona basket style platforms in recycled dyed canvas
DREC® (Dyeable Recycled Eco Cotton) and 4 cm sole in
which we have swapped out mineral oils for vegetable

ones to make them more sustainable.

Dear World: model.

BARCELONA LONA TINTADA DREC®

109128

1092138
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negro & blanco

crudo & negro

Canvas ankle shoe made of eco cotton, grown, spun
and woven in Spain, with rubber heel, lace-up closure and

victoria stamp on the ankle.

1110106
CIELO LONA

Extra high basket platform trainer by victoria, made in
ecological cotton cultivated, spun and woven in Spain.

1105101
BARCELONA DOBLE LONA
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negro

nude

marino

rojo

jade

zinc

cuarzo

blanco

negro

The victoria double is a revision of our classic “Inglesa” style
in a 4 cm platform version. Made from 100% eco cotton,

grown, spun and woven in Spain, with vegetable oils instead
of minerals in the sole, making it more biodegradable.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1116100
DOBLE 1915 LONA

victoria’s “Inglesa” made of 100% ecological cotton
grown in Spain and 4 cm black platform.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1116101
DOBLE 1915 LONA PISO NEGRO
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atlántico

ballet

jade

beige

atlántico

ballet

jade

beige

victoria Dear World: basketball  style boot in DREC® (Dyeable Recy-
cled Eco Cotton) recycled washed canvas and more biodegradable 

sole with vegetable oils instead of minerals in its composition.

1270110
ABRIL BOTÍN LONA DREC®

victoria Dear World: basketball trainer in DREC® (Dyeable Recycled 
Eco Cotton) recycled washed canvas and sole with vegetable oils 

instead of mineral oils in its composition.

1270111
ABRIL LONA TINTADA DREC®
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negro

crudokaki

negro

crudo

blanco

kaki

Basketball mid boot made of eco cotton canvas: grown,
spun and woven in Spain. With a more biodegradable
formulation on the sole, lace-up closure and pink rubber

victoria stamp on the ankle.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1270100
ABRIL BOTÍN  LONA
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blanco & negro

coralina & crudo

Basketball trainer made of organic cotton canvas, grown, spun and 
woven in Spain. With a more biodegradable formulation on the sole, 

lace-up fastening and pink rubber victoria stamp on the tongue.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1270101
ABRIL BOTÍN LONA
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wasabi & rosa

Basketball trainer in recycled pastel suede and cotton, with a new 
formulation on the soles that makes it more biodegradable.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1270112
ABRIL RECICLADA PASTEL
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coral

platino

Cotton basketball trainer with metallic leopard print and more
biodegradable soles thanks to the substitution of mineral 

ils by vegetable oils.

1270113
ABRIL LEOPARDO METALIZADO

Basketball trainer in 100% cotton with Liberty print.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1270114
ABRIL LIBERTY
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cobalto & coral

negro

blanco

“Inglesa” trainer in suede touch in intense colours which is more 
biodegradable thanks to the raw sole with vegetable oils instead of 

minerals in the composition.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1270115
ABRIL INGLÉS ANTELINA SOFT
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amarillo & azul

“Inglesa” trainer with summer stripes print with a more biodegradable 
raw sole thanks to the use of vegetable oils instead of minerals in its 

composition.

1270116
ABRIL INGLÉS RAYAS
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beige & nude

lila

verde

Metallic snake print trainers, with white leather-effect toe
cap and pastel-coloured details on the side, V and ankle.

1125283
TENIS SERPIENTE PASTEL

Classic victoria trainers in metallic antique effect material with fluores-
cent details on the tongue and heel and metallic logo on the side.

1125284
TENIS METAL & NEON
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fucsia, naranja & menta

Leather-effect trainers with snake print coloured heel
to match the side logo.

1125282
TENIS EFECTO PIEL & NEON
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amarillo naranja

Trainer in textured glitter with a touch of neon
and metallic detail on the heel.

1125285
TENIS GLITTER NEON
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fucsia

naranja

fucsia

Classic victoria leather effect trainers with side logo ribbon.

1125288
TENIS EFECTO PIEL LOGO ÉTNICO

Leather-effect trainers with  print and coloured details on the ankle.

1125293
TENIS EFECTO PIEL TIRAS ÉTNICAS
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coral

fucsia

naranja

turquesa

Classic victoria leather effect trainers with contrasting split
leather heel and textured ribbon on the side.

1125289
TENIS PIEL TIRA ÉTNICA

victoria classic trainers in vegan leather effect material
with animal print and metallic details in colour.

1125286
TENIS ANIMAL PRINT
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kaki & marino

Leather-effect trainers with colour-matched pieces and
perforated logo on the side.

1125290
TENIS EFECTO PIEL COMBINADO
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negro

antracita

hibiscus

rosa

blanco

prune

grosella

cava

naranja

wasabi

lirio

Classic victoria trainers, made from LWG (Leather Working Group) 
certified leather with coloured glitter detail on the heel.

1125104
TENIS PIEL & GLITTER
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cuero

marino

blanco

negro

victoria trainers with leather effect, with suede detail on the heel
and contrasting round laces. 

1125141
TENIS EFECTO PIEL
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platino

plata

rosa

victoria trainers in metallic material with worn-out effect
 tone-on-tone laces and mirror metallic detail on the heel.

1125185
TENIS METALIZADO
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nude

verde

azul

nude

platino

negro

blanco

Classic victoria trainers in LWC certified leather with
glitter detail on the side logo and heel.

1125188
TENIS PIEL & GLITTER

victoria leather effect trainers with coloured vinyl detailing
on the side logo and heel.

1125226
TENIS LOGO HOLOGRAMA
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plata

platino

Leather effect trainers with metallic snake plaque on the toe, tongue 
and side logo and metallic coloured detail on the heel.

1125259
TENIS DETALLES SERPIENTE
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beige

blanco

platino

plata

Classic victoria leather-effect trainers with zebra detail on the heel.

1125260
TENIS TALÓN CEBRA

Metallic trainers with zebra detail on the heel and side logo.

1125261
TENIS METAL & CEBRA
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wasabi

negro

plata

rosa

antracita

hielo

blanco

plata

victoria trainers with textured glitter, white leather-effect 
toe cap and metallic coloured details.

1125265
TENIS GLITTER CONTRASTE

Textured glitter trainers with mirror effect
metallic toe cap and matching

detail on the heel.

112558
TENIS GLITTER TEXTURA
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turquesa & fresa

naranja

jade

Leather trainers and split leather toe cap, both with silver medal in 
LWG certification, with contrasting colour details on the side logo 

and heel. They are soft, flexible and very comfortable. 

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1126142
BERLÍN PIEL & SERRAJE
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mostazaburdeos

azul

cuarzo

marino
antracita

cuero

turquesa

fresa
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azul

rosa

mostaza

jade

Dear World: basketball trainer made of organic cotton canvas, 
grown, spun and woven in Spain, with vegetable oils on the sole

and side logo print.

1126160
BERLÍN LONA PRINT
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hielo

cuarzo

mostaza

negro

Leather basketball Dear World: mid boot with split leather toe cap, 
both LWG (Leather Working Group) certified, with coloured detail on 
the logo and heel strap. They are soft, flexible and very comfortable.

1126163
BERLÍN BOTÍN PIEL & SERRAJE
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coral lila

Cotton basketball trainer with Liberty print and
victoria logo on the side.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1126175
BERLÍN LIBERTY
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blanco

marino

nude

Mesh trainers with suede toe cap and details. The sole has
vegetable oils instead of mineral oils in the composition

 to make it more biodegradable.

1126172
BERLÍN REJILLA
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marino

rosa

verde

Basketball trainers by victoria, made from organic cotton, grown, 
spun and woven in Spain, with mineral oil-free soles. They have a 

printed logo on the side and contrasting lining.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1126174
BERLÍN LONA CONTRASTE
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platino rosa

Metallic basketball trainer with snake texture and
coloured details on the heel and side logo.

1126173
BERLÍN SERPIENTE METAL
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amarillo & coral

LWG certified leather trainers with contrasting laces
and fluorescent details on the side logo and heel.

1126171
BERLÍN PIEL & NEON
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blanco

negro

blanco

negro

Leather effect mid boot trainer with side logo feature.

1258208
MADRID BOTÍN EFECTO PIEL

Monochrome leather trainer made in Spain with tonal side logo 
patch. The tannery is certified by the Leather Working Club

and the sole is mineral oil free.

1258200
MADRID PIEL
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rosa & celeste
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cuarzo mostaza

teja

marino

taupe

kaki

azul

Leather-effect trainer with contrast split leather victoria 
logo on the side and coloured detail on the heel.

1258201
MADRID DETALLES COLOR
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Leather effect trainer with metallic victoria logo on
the side to match the detail on the heel.

1258202
MADRID DETALLES METAL

plata, platino & nude
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azul

nude

azul

nude

Leather effect mid boot trainer with side logo featur
 and colored leather details.

1258211
MADRID BOTÍN SERRAJE

Microsuede trainer with suede pieces and lateral
V in textured glitter.

1258212
MADRID SERRAJE & GLITTER
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azul

rojo

verde

Microsuede trainer with suede pieces in ecru tones
and logo and heel detail in retro colours.

1258213
MADRID CONTRASTE
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pomelo

jade

beige

lila

Micronappa trainer with multicoloured and multi-material pieces.
The sole is made with vegetable oil instead of minerals,

so it is more biodegradable.

1258215
MADRID COLOR & METAL

White micronappa trainer with multicoloured
suede pieces in pastel tones.

1258214
MADRID MULTICOLOR
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coral

2022

victoria trainer with suede and contrasting colour pieces
and textured ethnic strip on the side.

1258216
MADRID EFECTO PIEL TIRA ÉTNICA
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amarillo

fucsia

gris

Nylon trainer in bright colours with wide sole, contrasting suede effect 
pieces and retro Victoria logo on the side.

1134100
COSMOS NYLON
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beige, azul & negro

Multicoloured nylon trainer with contrasting pieces
on the upper and EVA sole. 

1136100
GALAXIA NYLON
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negro

rojo

fucsia

lila

White nylon jogger trainers with suede-effect pieces and contrasting 
details on the heel and the retro logo on the side. Lightweight and 

comfortable thanks to the EVA foam sole with caramel-coloured runner.

1138100
ASTRO NYLON CONTRASTE
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rosa & jeans

beige verde & lila

Nylon jogger trainers with tone-on-tone suede-effect inserts and con-
trasting retro logo on the side. Lightweight and comfortable thanks to 

their EVA sole with caramel-coloured runner.

1138106
ASTRO NYLON PASTEL

Coloured nylon jogger trainers with contrasting suede-effect inserts 
and contrasting trims. Comfortable and lightweight thanks

to the EVA sole with black runner.

1138108
ASTRO NYLON MULTICOLOR
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azul

fresa

White nylon jogger trainers with contrasting suede effect pieces in 
retro tones to match the side logo trim. EVA sole with coloured

detail and black runner.

1138107
ASTRO NYLON
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nude

plata

Trainer in white nylon and leather-effect material with a slight metallic 
touch in neutral tones. Lightweight white EVA sole with embossed 

black runner for better grip.

1141131
COMETA MULTIMATERIAL
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gris

nude

beige

Multi-material trainer in a combination of pastel colours and overla-
pping pieces. With a metallic touch and retro logo on the side. The 
sole is lightweight EVA foam with a serrated runner for better grip.

1141132
COMETA MULTICOLOR
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blanco

plata

platino

Multi-material trainer with an animal print base and metallic and 
coloured touches. The sole is made of EVA foam with a serrated

toe cap for better grip.

1141133
COMETA ANIMAL PRINT
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negro platino

Metallic trainer with nylon base and retro logo on the side. The sole 
is made of EVA foam with a serrated runner for better grip.

1141134
COMETA NYLON METAL
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negro

nude

plata, nude & marino

Metallic leather and mesh effect jogger trainers with gold and silver 
details. Tone-on-tone lace-up fastening and lightweight EVA sole with 

serrated toe cap for better grip.

1141119
COMETA REJILLA & METAL

Multi-material trainer in glitter combined with different metallic pieces. 
Lace-up fastening and comfortable serrated sole for better grip. 

1141113
COMETA GLITTER
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blanco

beige

negro

Basketball trainer with platform in ecologic cotton canvas: grown, spun 
and woven in Spain, featuring a  mineral oil free sole.

1260110
UTOPÍA LONA

Basketball trainer with platform in organic cotton canvas, grown, spun 
and woven in Spain, featuring a  mineral oil free sole.

1260111
UTOPÍA LONA PISO

Sustainable Dear World: model.
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azul

fucsia

Leather-effect trainer with crocodile-textured colour detailing along the 
ankle and heel. Low platform sole more biodegradable thanks to the 

vegetable oils in its composition.

1260150
UTOPÍA TALÓN COCO COLOR
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fucsia

mostaza

turquesa

White leather-effect trainer with coloured suede detailing along the 
heel and ankle. Low platform sole more biodegradable thanks to the 

vegetable oils in its composition.

stainable Dear World: model.

1260149
UTOPÍA TALÓN COLOR BLOCK
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antracita & rosa

blanco

LWG-certified white leather trainer with silver medal and glitter detail 
on the heel. The sole has a slight platform and is more biodegradable 

thanks to the vegetable oils in its composition.

1260115
UTOPÍA PIEL & GLITTER

Total white leather effect trainers with low platform and 
textured detail on the heel.

1260133
UTOPÍA DETALLE SERRAJE

Metallic leather effect trainers with mirror effect detail on the heel and 
low platform sole.

1260134
UTOPÍA METALIZADO
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negro

nude

White leather-effect trainer with coloured split leather detail along
the heel and ankle. Low platform sole more biodegradable thanks

to the vegetable oils in its composition.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1260138
UTOPÍA TALÓN SERRAJE
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negro

cavablanco

plata

blanco

White leather effect trainer with glitter detail along the heel
 and ankle. Low platform sole more biodegradable thanks to

the vegetable oils in its composition.

1260139
UTOPÍA TALÓN GLITTER
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rosa

White leather-effect trainer with hologram detail along the 
heel and ankle and low platform sole.

1260140
UTOPÍA TALÓN HOLOGRAMA
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rosa

azul & negro

Sandals with two straps in a single piece of EVA foam. Lightweight 
and flexible, they are perfect for the beach and pool.

1153100
PLAYA EVA HEBILLAS
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negro

beige

negro

Sandal with snake print  toe strap and EVA foam sole
and cushioned insole.

1275101
SAL BRILLO

Leather effect toe strap sandal with EVA foam sole
and cushioned insole.

1275100
SAL EFECTO PIEL
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negro
rosa

Adjustable shiny straps sandal with Velcro fastening,
EVA foam sole and cushioned insole.

1275104
SAL TIRAS BRILLO

Adjustable multicoloured nylon straps sandal,
EVA foam sole and cushioned insole.

1275105
SAL TIRAS NYLON MULTICOLOR
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amarillo

verde

Adjustable snake print strappy sandal with Velcro fastening,
EVA foam sole and cushioned insole.

1275106
SAL TIRAS SERPIENTE MULTICOLOR
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negronegro

Adjustable strappy sandal with adhesive fastening,
EVA foam sole and cushioned insole.

1275107
SAL TIRAS ÉTNICAS

Adjustable strappy sandal with adhesive fastening,
EVA foam sole and cushioned insole.

1275103
SAL TIRAS NYLON
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Hope you enjoyed your stay,
see you soon!


